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Your Passion Drives Us To Axcel…… 

 

Custom Auto/ Karting Suit Measuring Guide 
 

 

Driver/ Team:   
 

IMPORTANT: 

 Be sure to read all information pertaining to this form with the highest attention to detail…. 

 All measurements need to be exact body measurements. Do not add any added measurements  

to your measurements as our production staff ads extra inches to these for movement in the suit. 

 URGENT: Please get measured by a professional tailor who has extensive experience making  

custom men’s suits or woman’s dresses and have them watch our supplied step by step youtube 

measurement video.. Axcel Sports is not responsible for any wrong measurements supplied to  

us that result in a suit being made incorrectly due to wrong measurements supplied to us. 

 The total measurements of letters L, M, & N when added up, must equal the exact same 

measurement of letter O. 

 Please sign your name below in the area that says customer signature. 

 Please refer to the measuring diagram on page 2 for detailed instructions on each measurement. 

 We cannot accept any measurement sheet with scribbled out wrong measurements. 

 Please be sure to write clearly and legibly. 

 

PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY AND LEGIBLY….. 
 

A)  Chest circumference (Take deep breath & hold) =     Name on Belt:   

B)  Waist circumference (waist is at belly button height) =    Font Style:   

C)  Hip circumference around buttocks (widest part) =   Color:   

D)  Thigh circumference (widest part) =      Country Flag:   

E)  Neck circumference at base of neck =      Cuff Leg:   

F)  Width across top of shoulders =       Boot Cut Leg:   

G)  Width of back (armpit to armpit) =       Gusset back:   

H)  Sleeve length (elbow bent) to wrist =      Arm Restraints:   

I)   Bicep circumference (widest part) =      Shoe Size:   

J)   Forearm circumference (widest part) =      Glove Size:   

K)  Calf circumference (widest part) =       Suit Type:   

L)  Length: Base of Neck to Waist (belly button) =     Material:     

M) Length: Waist (belly button level) to Crotch =     Stitching Type:        

N)  Length: Crotch to Ankle =      Stitching Color:   

O)  Length: Base of Neck to Ankle =       Collar Fleece Color:   

P)   Saddle Measurement (Base of neck below adams apple to base of back of neck) =   

Q)  Total height =                 

R)  Weight =   

S)  Do You Prefer The Suit To Be (Slim Fitted) or (Loose Fitted):  

 

Customer Signature:_______________________________________________________ 
 

By signing the above customer signature line, the signee acknowledges and accepts all responsibility of these measurements being performed by a professional 

tailor and that said tailor watched our supplied step by step measurement video guide and all measurements are correct and precise. Any and all fitment 

issues due to improper measurements being supplied to Axcel Sports that result in the suit not fitting properly are solely on the signer of this sheet and negates 

Axcel Sports from any wrong doing.  

 

Measurement Diagram Next Page 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: Axcel Sports is not responsible for any measurements provided to us that are 

incorrect and result in the suit not fitting properly. Any and all alterations needed to the suit, due to this 

issue will be at the sole expense of the customer. 
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